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Introduction

This document is an overview of how the game could actually work. It describe the current status 
of the game development. So the game can still evolve in different directions. Some mechanics 
could also be vaguely described and might require additional development. The goal of the 
document is to give an idea of what will look the final product. It is also used for archival and 
reference purposes. This second version includes all the new developments of 2012.

Spellcraft: ROTS is an attempt recreate the “master of magic” video game experience as a board 
game. So it is basically a civilization development game where technology progress is replaced 
by magic. Each player is a powerful wizard that tries to make his empire grow in order to 
accomplish one of the victory conditions.

I also to intend to remake “Master of Orion” by using a similar system. It would even be possible 
to supply both games in the same box.

Game Mechanics

The goal of the design is to make a game which is very modular to be able to add and remove 
things without any conflict with other mechanics. The concept between the Master of 
Magic/Orion video game series is that all sci-fi and fantasy concepts are in the game. So the core 
of the game must be flexible enough to allow adding or modifying stuff. In those kind of 4X 
games, players also want to customize the game to their taste. So again the flexibility could make 
it possible.

Map

The map is the core component of the game. It is composed of small hexes with various terrain 
and resources located on them including magic nodes. Cities can be added on the map, they 
cannot be placed adjacent to other cities. Cities can harvest special resources surrounding them. 
Special locations will also be located on the map, they will be explorable areas for the heroes. 
Map will also have rivers and mountain to improve or reduce mobility. Shores are represented on 
half hexes to increase the amount of hex used on the map. 

The map is made of 3 modular sheet. There will be 6 sheet available, allowing to build a Myrror 
world. It gives much less layout permutation, but it should be enough. Even if the land stay the 
same, the positioning of the city will change from a game to another.



Phase/Action System (to be renamed)

The game will be separated in 5 different phases which could be label: Civil, Military, Empire, 
Sorcery, Economy (name in progress). Each phase will have a series of actions that can be 
performed. The number of actions in each phase is different according to the plug-ins, variants 
and home rules the player want to use. This is what gives the game flexibility, there will always 
be 5 phases, but the amount of actions in each of them can be infinitely expanded.

Executing actions: In the basic rules, players will perform 3 of these 5 phases every turn. When 
executing a phase, all the actions in the phase are executed in order. Some actions are mutually 
exclusive like “Expand or Growth”. In this case, only 1 of these 2 actions can be performed. 
Advanced rules could allow heroes to perform phases or the choice of phases could be 
determined semi-randomly.

Action Types: Most actions are independent of the empire size. For example, the building 
structure of a city represent the structure of all cities. So adding a building to your city is the 
same if you have 3 or 30 cities. Some actions are proportional to empire size, so the larger your 
empire the more you can do. This is generally the case for military production/invasions.

Some actions must be done individually because they could conflict with other players. For 
example, expanding your civilization can influence other players since no 2 cities can be built at 
the same place. Those actions are generally performed in priority. Other actions have no effect on 
other players and can be resolved simultaneously while other player are performing their actions. 
This means some actions are individual, and others are simultaneous.

Resolution order: I am thinking right now to resolve 1 phase per player until all 3 phases are 
resolved. Sometimes I don't like when the turn rotate around a lot, but considering that each 
phase can trigger multiple actions, it should keep the players busy.

Civilization Management 

The core of civilization management is now done with buildings. During each civil phase, the 
player can add a building on this dash board. A city can hold 8 or 9 buildings (to be determined). 
Buildings are an abstract way of representing population growth for the whole empire. The city 
configuration on the dash board is for the whole empire. There are stronger level 2 buildings, 
either they require the matching level 1 building to be placed, or either level 2 buildings are 
unlocked when the city dash board is filled up.

Effect of buildings: The effect of each building is pretty generic to accommodate various kind of 
rules. Most of them gives resource icons like: Food, gold, Mana, Research, etc. The output of a 
city for a certain resource is determined by adding together all the icons together. Level 1 
buildings should give 2 icons, while level 2 buildings should give 3 icons. Some empty space 
will also have 1 icon to give some basic income at the beginning of the game. It will be possible 
to place both building that gives 2 and 3 icons, to get 5 icons. But that takes much more space in 
the city forcing the player to sacrifice other resources. 



Non-shared resources: A particularity of most of the game resources is that not only they are not 
accumulated from turn to turn, but they also not shared. This is to ensure maximum flexibility for 
infinite expansion. For example, if multiple actions checks the food level, the food level is not 
split between the various actions, instead the maximum is available for all possible actions.

Covenant: There is an idea to use a similar system for the covenant. You could have 4 or 5 spots 
representing floors of your tower where you could build upgrades to your covenant to get various 
icons or abilities. But I am still not sure.

Special Resources: There will be 10 different special resources on the board. I am not quite sure 
that they will be used for. They can be used for economic trading, to give additional resource 
icons like building, to unlock certain wonders and artifacts. 

Unrest: Some events or spell effects will trigger unrest inside cities. Unrest has the effect of 
temporarily disabling a building until the proper actions are done to remove the unrest. Unrest 
could also be used to disable a phase/action of a specific type, forcing the player to lose and 
action/phase for 1 turn.

Magic System

The magic system works as a deck building game. Players starts with a set of spells from one or 
many sphere of magic. Each card represent a spell, with a special effect, but they also represent 
mana, casting skill, etc. This is why cards have multiple purpose. At the beginning of the turn, 
players draw up to X cards where X is the number of mana they have. Then cards can be used for 
various purposes:

Cast Spells: Most spells can be cast by simply playing the card. Some spell might require 
additional mana, this is done by discarding another card when casting. Sometimes spells can be 
powered up by spending additional mana. Casting spells should be the action that can be 
performed anytime without taking the “Sorcery phase”.

Craft Spells: New spells can be acquired by spending cards to buy new spells. You use the skill 
level of the card to buy new spells. More powerful spells are of course more expensive, but they 
provide higher skill level to buy other cards. Of course, at least 1 of the card spent must match 
the color of the card bought.

Cast a ritual: Many spells can be cast as a simple spell, or can be placed as a permanent 
enchantment into play. To make it a permanent enchantment, you must start the ritual and spend 
cards until the total skill point required is reached. Then the enchantment becomes permanent. It 
reduce your mana income every turn and maybe it power up spell cards with the same name in 
your deck.

Power Up: (not sure about this one). It is possible to sacrifice a spell card from your deck to 
make all other spells of the same name more powerful. Else maybe spells cast as enchantments 
will perform this function. It could be some form of of deck thinning to make place for new 



spells.

At the end of each battle, cards are replenished. So a player with a larger empire will not be 
disadvantaged. (This has to be tested, but is currently used in rune age).

Military System

The goal of all the above is to be able at some point to attack enemy players. Armies does not 
appears on the board. In fact, we assume that cities has a basic defence force. As for campaign 
armies, there will be tokens off board that the player can flip to use (Like eclipse colony ships). 
There will be tokens for armies, fleets, and air fleets. This is what limit the number of attacks a 
player can make each turn.

I have tried many combat resolution system, so don't expect the system below to be the right one. 
There are many considerations to make, first the system must be fast to resolve. A whole warfare 
must not take more than 1 or 2 minute. Second, the system must be complex enough to allow 
having a huge variety of units and spell effect that can influence battle. Finally, I lately thought 
of using a system that could make it compatible with a tactical game, because the the unit pieces 
could be reused in that game and players could be crazy enough to use the tactical game to 
resolve battles.

Warfare Match Resolution: The main difference between this game and the tactical one, is that 
there will be no movement on a tactical map. Each player will have a formation of units arranged 
with an hex pattern on a front and back row. Both player will place their formation in front of 
each other making each unit possibly target 2 different units in front of them. The unit type 
(infantry, cavalry, archery) will change a bit how the targeting will be done.

Combat Reolution: I am currently using the idea that all weapons are as deadly from one to 
another. So you only roll against the defense of the unit, but some units could be immune or 
resistant to certain types of weapons (ex: Arrows). In order to speed up the resolution, I reduced 
the amount of dice roll. There will be a die of a different colors for each type of unit. You roll 
once all the dice and always use the rolled value for the resolution. The value will need to 
equal/exceed the target's defense to succeed.

Special Effects: Some units will have special “on going” effect like paralysis, poison, etc. I am 
considering to place a token under the unit to mark the effect. These effect will all have 50% 
chance to trigger and they will trigger if the die roll is even. This avoid having to roll die only for 
special effects.

It might also be possible to win the battle in other ways than killing all the soldiers. You might be 
allowed to rout soldiers or capture tactical areas.

Diplomacy

All the 10 races of the game will always be in play whatever the number of players. Some of 
them will be controlled by players while others will be controlled by an Artificial Intelligence. 



The game will be playable with 2-4 players or maybe 5. I have an idea to have a game playable 
up to 10 players, but people playing the other factions might have more limited game play. It will 
allow to accommodate more people, as long as it does not dramatically increase the play time. It 
might be possible to play single player.

Non-Played races will have an AI pattern and they will have a limited growth. Each player will 
have a relation level which can be good, neutral or bad with each race. Then players can 
influence non-played factions to make them perform some actions they want. For example, a 
player could convince another faction to attack another player, or he could trade resources with 
them. The actions available all depends on the relation level with these other races.

There might also be a wizard council where important decision must be taken and where powers 
are assigned. Player will be able to influence some of the races to their side to make sure they get 
what they want.

Wilderness and Adventuring

This system is not well defined yet since the new map makes the old wilderness rule obsolete. 
The idea should be that the more the player expand, the stronger the wilderness becomes. Else 
there will be special wilderness location that will haunt some areas of the map. The player’s 
heroes will be able to explore these locations to uncover danger and treasures. It is possible that 
special events are placed on these locations and the player needs to deal with them.

Each location will have a small history because multiple events will happen at the same location. 
So these location always remains as a source of trouble. But some of these locations will have 
one of the artifact required for one of the victory condition when the last event is resolved. So it 
could worth it to explore these locations.

Victory Conditions

There should be 5 different victory condition. Some are not very well defined yet, but the idea 
should remain. I am trying to give a different victory condition for each action phase type.

Magic Victory (Sorcery): You need to cast the spell of sorcery mastery, doing so will polarize 
magic to your favor making you the only sorcerer being able to cast spells. This is done by 
researching the sorcery mastery spell card, which has a very high craft cost. The player shuffle it 
in your deck, then he needs to  draw it and cast it as a ritual which has an high casting cost.

Military Victory (Military): The objective is to have an empire that expands to 2/3 (or 3/4) of the 
map. In this case, you have an empire so big that you should be no match for any player. 

Development Victory (Civil): You need to create the cloud city which is a floating city above the 
clouds on the top of a huge tower. Once built, you will gain so much fame and immigration that 
it would destabilize other empires. You need to have access to all the special resources and have 
very high civilization levels. You need to build a multiple part wonder to be able to complete the 
city.



Adventure Victory (???): You need to create the divine gate in order to enter the realm of the 
gods to destroy them. To do so, you must collect artifacts from the wilderness locations. If you 
manage to build a set, you can build the gate and send your strongest hero, and army, to attack 
the gods.

Diplomatic Victory (Empire): You need to make a coup d’etat and have enough political power to 
over throw the council. This should be the mechanic that push the game forward, if the game 
stall, a diplomatic victory occurs. During council, players are being given power cards that they 
can use as veto effects and that also has a certain political power level. These cards are hidden 
unless used. If a player accumulates enough political power, he wins.

Game Stage

Since the game is long, it will be divided in various stages. I am not sure if there will be a sharp 
stage change or if it will be done progressively. Each stage should be played differently and new 
rules will get added to the game as the stage progress.

Stage I: Colonization: Player Explore and expand through the world.

Stage II: Diplomacy: Players can now negotiate treaties, vote laws, do some espionage, etc. 

Stage III: Supremacy: At this point, the victory conditions are unlocked and players will try to 
race for victory. 

Conclusion
My primary objectives right now is to get the core of the game running. With the updated action 
system and the new combat resolution idea, it is possible that I can build up the core. Once the 
core is running now I can add the other stuff. I hope I will be able to build up the core soon since 
I am been working on this game too much for not having anything functional yet.

  


